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Ambassador Sarek meets his future wife. Captain Ransom atones for his sins. T'Pol pursues a

composer, after she is captivated by the human's music. Strands of DNA are woven together

from four Starfleet captains, creating one man with one mission. An entity fights for its right to

live, despite the fact that it is not alive.From the ordinary to the extraordinary, all of these

stories are embraced by the vision of Star Trek®. When Gene Roddenberry created Star Trek,

he also tapped a wellspring of human imagination. Viewers were transformed into fans, who

embraced the show and turned the definition of "fan" on its ear. However, when what was on

the screen was simply not enough, fans started writing their own stories, which they then

shared among friends and family.Ten years ago, Pocket Books offered Star Trek fans a unique

opportunity to become a part of the Star Trek mythos. A contest was created in which the best

stories submitted by nonprofessional writers would be published. And over the course of a

decade, hundreds of pounds of submissions poured in. Many of the writers who submitted to

Strange New Worlds went on to become professional writers.This time there are nineteen

writers: Rigel Ailur, David DeLee, M.C. DeMarco, Rick Dickson, Louis E. Doggett, Aimee Ford

Foster, Edgar Governo, Robyn Sullivent Gries, Jim Johnson, Gerri Leen, Muri McCage, Brian

Seidman, Randy Tatano, Paul C. Tseng, Rob Vagle, Laura Ware, Carolyn Winifred, Jerry M.

Wolfe, and Jeremy Yoder.We welcome them to the book that is by the fans, for the fans.

About the AuthorConsidered one of the most prolific writers working in modern fiction, USA

TODAY bestselling writer, Dean Wesley Smith published far over a hundred novels in forty

years, and hundreds of short stories across many genres. He currently produces novels in four

major series, including the time travel Thunder Mountain novels set in the old west, the galaxy-

spanning Seeders Universe series, the urban fantasy Ghost of a Chance series, and the

superhero series staring Poker Boy. During his career he also wrote a couple dozen Star Trek

novels, the only two original Men in Black novels, Spider-Man and X-Men novels, plus novels

set in gaming and television worlds.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.The Smell of Dead Rosesby Gerri LeenPerrin huddled on the balcony, trying to will

herself into invisibility as the fight between her parents raged on. She stared out at the other

building, hating that the people across from her might be staring back, might be feeling

pity."Perrin?" Her sister snuck out through the open door and crawled into her lap."It'll be all

right."Nanda was too little to understand what had happened. She'd been bouncing around

Perrin all day. Excited to eat Perrin's birthday cake -- cake that was now all over the floor.It had

made a strange sound as it hit, knocked off the table by her father. Not a crash -- it was too soft

for that. But not a gentle sound, either. There had been a sucking noise, as frosting met wood,

as cake smashed down, causing the frosting to spread out even more. Nine candles had hit

first. Nine candles that were broken now and would never be lit."Why do they yell at each

other?" Nanda asked, scrunching her eyes closed as if that could make the voices

stop."Because they can.""But it's your birthday."Perrin looked back at what had been her pretty

cake. It had come out of the replicator already decorated with roses in pink and yellow, just the

way she'd wanted it. There'd been little forget-me-nots in light blue, and a long, trailing vine of

dark green ivy rambling over the whole cake.It had been the most beautiful cake Perrin had

ever seen. She'd just known it would taste better than any of her other birthday cakes."Is it

because I cheated?" Nanda whispered. "What?""When you weren't looking, I took some



frosting. From the back, where you wouldn't see. Is that why they're mad?"Perrin hugged her

close. "No, that's not why."But Nanda was sniffling in the way that meant she might break into

tears at any minute."What color was the frosting you tasted?""Yellow."The border had been

yellow, all scrolled and thick. "Was it good?"Nanda nodded. She seemed to relax, crying jag

averted."I thought it would be." Perrin sighed, and went back to studying the other apartments

as the yelling inside her family's went on.The park smelled like summer, even though it was

barely spring. London had warmed early, but the bright sun did nothing to warm Perrin as she

walked slowly with her mother. She willed her fourteen-year-old heart to slow down -- or just to

stop.How could anything hurt this bad?Her mother touched her arm. "Say something.""Such

as?" Perrin knew her mother hated her taking that tone. She'd slapped her for it at other times,

had told her to stop pretending she was something other than what she was. To stop acting as

if she was better than the rest of them.Perrin thought she was better than the rest of them, if

only because she didn't scream first and ask questions later."Don't you care that I'm leaving?"

her mother asked, her voice edging toward the dramatic end of the scale. Before too long,

she'd be crying.Perrin hated tears almost as much as shouting -- both were weapons. "Would

caring stop you from doing it?"Her mother swallowed hard."You're leaving me with him.""Things

will be better if I'm not there. He won't have anyone to fight with."She stroked Perrin's hair, and

it felt comforting, until Perrin thought about how she wouldn't feel it anymore after today. "You're

so calm, Perrin. You never get mad. You soothe him, the way we don't."We: her mother and

Nanda. Nanda wasn't calm. Nanda was quick to anger, quick to yell, quick to rile their father up.

It was why Nanda was going away with their mother. She'd earned herself a ticket out of Hell

by being a spoiled brat.Perrin wished she could yell and scream, but it wasn't her way. She was

the good girl. The one who stayed calm."I love you, Perrin."Her mother started to cry, and that

was the last straw. Perrin ran from those tears, ran hard and fast, knowing her mother would

never be able to keep up. She pelted down the path, heading for the rose garden.It was already

in bloom, and there was a large cluster of people to her right, seemingly on a tour of some

kind. Perrin turned the other way to avoid them and ran hard into a robed figure. Stepping back,

he caught himself, but she fell to the ground and stayed there, more in defeat than actual

pain."Are you hurt?" His voice was the calmest thing Perrin had ever heard.She looked up at

him, realized he was Vulcan. "I'm sorry," she said, barely able to get the words out."You should

be more careful." Those words coming from her father would have been followed by a hard

slap. Her mother would have turned them into a wounded monologue, the precursor to more

accusing words and finally tears. This man just said them. They were just words.She took a

deep breath. "I didn't mean to.""I hope not."She realized there was some warmth in his eyes,

and a soothing humor that hurt no one as it lay cradled in his air of dignity."Sarek, what have

you got there?" The voice was melodious, full of good will. A human woman -- petite and

smiling -- stepped around the Vulcan. She pulled Perrin to her feet, checking her knees and

elbows. "Nothing damaged.""I ran into him, ma'am." Perrin tried to sound older than she was,

wanting this woman to think well of her."Did you?""I didn't mean to, though.""I'm sure you didn't,

dear." The woman studied her. "What's your name?""Perrin Landover.""Well, Perrin Landover,

you just ran into Ambassador Sarek from Vulcan. I'm afraid this may have the making of a

diplomatic incident."Panic rose inside Perrin. To her surprise, the man put his hand on her

shoulder -- the briefest of touches."I believe I will recover, my wife. I feel only minimal damage

from the collision."It took Perrin a moment to realize they were teasing her and each other.The

woman laughed softly. "I'm Amanda, my dear. Why were you running so desperately?"Perrin

was about to tell her -- even though she never shared her troubles with anyone -- when she

heard her mother calling her."Your mom?" Amanda asked with a knowing smile.Perrin



nodded."She appears to be worried," Sarek said."Maybe for her pretty new future." Perrin

mumbled it so they couldn't hear.And Amanda didn't seem to, but Sarek cocked his head to

one side, an eyebrow rising slowly as he studied her. Perrin suspected those pointy ears made

him hear better."I think she is worried, dear," Amanda said, turning Perrin to face her mother. "I

know that tone. Now, go on."Perrin's mother came into sight, waving furiously at the sight of

her."Go," Sarek said. He and Amanda moved off, and for Perrin, the moment was frozen in a

sense of calm and the smell of just-opened roses."Wait." She did not know why she called out,

and when Sarek and Amanda turned to look at her, she wasn't sure what it was she wanted to

say."Goodbye, my dear." Amanda smiled at her gently.They walked away."Goodbye," Perrin

said, trying to hold onto the serenity she felt from them, but failing as her mother came up, her

voice harsh and accusing.Perrin imagined herself as Sarek, tried wrapping herself in dignity

the way he did. She looked up at her mother, letting one eyebrow rise the way his had.Her

mother stopped talking, her angry lecture finding no purchase in a face of stone.The funeral

was crowded, not just humans and Vulcans standing around the gravesite, but beings from all

sorts of species. Perrin stood off, near a large mausoleum, and watched the service -- and

Sarek. She'd followed his career, and sometimes, once she'd come to San Francisco for

school, she'd even followed him and Amanda around town. She'd noticed over the years, since

she'd first run into them at the park, that Amanda had seemed to be getting weaker. And one

day, Perrin had only seen Sarek walking, his face unreadable, but sorrow evident in the way he

took his steps, in the set of his shoulders. Amanda had never come out with him again.A few

days ago, the newsvids had announced that Amanda had died. That kind, gentle woman was

gone, and Perrin felt more grief than she had when her own father died, beaten to death in a

barroom brawl on the darker side of London's East End.Perrin's mother had been wrong.

Perrin's ability to soothe her father had been short lived -- or perhaps he'd just lost the urge to

even try to be decent about things. He'd yelled and slammed things around. And once or twice,

in a fit of drunken rage, he'd hit her.Each time he'd done that, she'd run to the park, trying to

call up the calm she'd felt that day with these two strangers. Each time, it had almost

worked.Now Amanda was gone, and it was easy to see that Sarek was in pain, even if he hid it.

Grief didn't spill out of him the way her mother's had been wept out at her father's funeral. And

for no reason other than her mother's love of drama.Sarek stood straight, his son on one side,

a woman that had to be Saavik on his other, as his wife was laid to rest. Perrin slid farther back

behind the building, leaning against marble kept cool by the temperate San Francisco weather.

Since she'd met Amanda and Sarek, Perrin had made it her business to discover as much as

she could about them. And Spock was famous. She'd known about him earlier, of course, but

had never connected him to the man she'd nearly mown down in the park.People started to

wander off in groups of two or three, and Perrin realized the funeral must be over. She clutched

the rose she'd brought with her, a rose she'd grown on her little balcony. She'd learned to find

solace in flowers long ago, when her mother and sister had left her to face her father's anger

alone.Her mother was remarried -- another stormy relationship. She'd come to San Francisco a

few weeks ago, looking for a place to stay for a while.Perrin hadn't handed her the keys to the

kingdom."You're hard. And unforgiving." Her mother had cried...--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.
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Pocket BooksA Division of Simon & Schuster, Inc.1230 Avenue of the AmericasNew York, NY

10020This book is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are

products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events

or locales or persons living or dead is entirely coincidental.Copyright © 2007 by CBS Studios

Inc. All Rights Reserved.STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios

Inc.CBS and the CBS EYE logo are trademarks of CBS Broadcasting Inc. All Rights

Reserved.This book is published by Pocket Books, a division of Simon & Schuster, Inc., under

exclusive license from CBS Studios Inc.All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this

book or portions thereof in any form whatsoever.For information address Pocket Books

Subsidiary Rights Department, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020First Pocket

Books trade paperback edition July 2007POCKET and colophon are registered trademarks of
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contact Simon & Schuster Special Sales at 1-800-456-6798 or

business@simonandschuster.com.Visit us on the World Wide Web:
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IntroductionTen Years of Great AdventureT en years! Wow, that is nothing short of fantastic.

This anthology series has lasted three years longer than any of the shows did. Ten years of the

fans taking Star Trek in hundreds of new directions, from the ancestors of the characters to a

million years into Star Trek’s future. And everything in between. The existence of this book

shows the power of Star Trek fans.For the tenth year in a row, I get to welcome you to a book

filled with wonderful, original Star Trek fiction. It has been a pleasure, year after year, to read

the stories, help pick the winners, and see fans contribute to the Star Trek universe.When you

start reading this book, or any of the Strange New Worlds anthologies, think of each story as a

weekly episode of your favorite show. That’s what they are—if you were to turn a Star Trek

show into print, it would only be the length of a short story.In your hands are nineteen new

episodes, nineteen new Star Trek adventures. When you put all ten volumes of Strange New

Worlds together, you have over two hundred episodes. If you miss your weekly new Star Trek

show, you are holding the cure.However, before you turn to the first great story, let me take this

moment to gaze backward and give you a little history of this project.Strange New Worlds was

the brainchild of then Pocket Books editor John Ordover. John had the help of Paula Block,

who is one of the people responsible for the approval of anything Star Trek that sees print. The

two of them pushed the lawyers, cajoled the corporate mavens, and somehow—against all

odds—managed to get this contest—and therefore this book—approved. One year before the

contest was approved, I joined the project.As a former magazine editor, I knew how to pick the



great stories out of thousands that came through the door. I had written novels in every Star

Trek series at that time, and knew and liked them all. I had no favorite Star Trek, unlike most

fans.I figured the contest would last one year, two tops, and that would be it. I’m just about as

good at predicting which stock will go up or down. Somehow the contest went on, and year

after year after year, new writers, great stories, original Star Trek ideas graced the pages of

Strange New Worlds. Paula Block and I are still here, working on the contest each year. John

moved on, and the editorial work at Pocket Books was taken over by first Elisa Kassin and then

shifted to Margaret Clark.One of the great strengths in the Star Trek universe that has helped it

survive for over forty years is its ability to go forward. From Star Trek to Star Trek: Enterprise,

the Star Trek universe is always expanding, never staying in one place for very long. With Star

Trek, one crew is never enough, and every idea can be explored.After ten years, Star Trek:

Strange New Worlds now comes to an end with this volume. The future will hold something

new for the fans, I am sure about that. Because that’s what Star Trek does.It moves forward.I’m

going to miss the fall ritual of reading thousands of Star Trek stories. But just as Star Trek does,

I’m moving forward with my writing into original books that are pushing me into my own strange

new worlds of fiction.For those of you picking up Strange New Worlds for the first time, you

have a wonderful treat waiting for you. I would suggest you find all ten of the books, line them

up on a shelf, and sit back for hundreds of fantastic trips into the Star Trek universe.Ten

seasons of new voyages, new adventures, all in book form.All written by fans just like you.It’s

been a great ten years. Thanks for the ride.Now, enjoy the adventures, and don’t miss a story.—

Dean Wesley SmithEditorStrange New Worlds I—Strange New Worlds 10

STAR TREK®STRANGE NEW WORLDS 10

STAR TREK

The Smell of Dead RosesGerri LeenGRAND PRIZEGerri Leen lives in Northern Virginia; she

originally hails from Seattle, and spends far too much mental time in the worlds of Star Trek.

This story is for absent friends and family—some long gone, some lost just recently. Leen

humbly thanks: friends Kath, Lisa, and Paula for useful crit and encouragement beyond the call

of duty; the Paneranormal Society writers for reviews and kicking ideas around; and editors

Dean, Margaret, and Paula for making this all happen. She wishes Dean all the best as he

rides off into the non—Strange New Worlds sunset and thanks him for the wisdom he’s shared

with new and not-so-new writers over the years. Her story “Obligations Discharged” was in

Strange New Worlds VII and “Living on the Edge of Existence” appeared in Strange New

Worlds 9.Perrin huddled on the balcony, trying to will herself into invisibility as the fight

between her parents raged on. She stared out at the other building, hating that the people

across from her might be staring back, might be feeling pity.“Perrin?” Her sister snuck out

through the open door and crawled into her lap.“It’ll be all right.”Nanda was too little to

understand what had happened. She’d been bouncing around Perrin all day. Excited to eat

Perrin’s birthday cake—cake that was now all over the floor.It had made a strange sound as it

hit, knocked off the table by her father. Not a crash—it was too soft for that. But not a gentle

sound, either. There had been a sucking noise, as frosting met wood, as cake smashed down,

causing the frosting to spread out even more. Nine candles had hit first. Nine candles that were

broken now and would never be lit.“Why do they yell at each other?” Nanda asked, scrunching

her eyes closed as if that could make the voices stop.“Because they can.”“But it’s your

birthday.”Perrin looked back at what had been her pretty cake. It had come out of the replicator



already decorated with roses in pink and yellow, just the way she’d wanted it. There’d been little

forget-me-not in light blue, and a long, trailing vine of dark green ivy rambling over the whole

cake.It had been the most beautiful cake Perrin had ever seen. She’d just known it would taste

better than any of her other birthday cakes.“Is it because I cheated?” Nanda

whispered.“What?”“When you weren’t looking, I took some frosting. From the back, where you

wouldn’t see. Is that why they’re mad?”Perrin hugged her close. “No, that’s not why.”But Nanda

was sniffling in the way that meant she might break into tears at any minute.“What color was

the frosting you tasted?”“Yellow.”The border had been yellow, all scrolled and thick. “Was it

good?”Nanda nodded. She seemed to relax, crying jag averted.“I thought it would be.” Perrin

sighed, and went back to studying the other apartments as the yelling inside her family’s went

on.The park smelled like summer, even though it was barely spring. London had warmed early,

but the bright sun did nothing to warm Perrin as she walked slowly with her mother. She willed

her fourteen-year-old heart to slow down—or just to stop.How could anything hurt this bad?Her

mother touched her arm. “Say something.”“Such as?” Perrin knew her mother hated her taking

that tone. She’d slapped her for it at other times, had told her to stop pretending she was

something other than what she was. To stop acting as if she was better than the rest of

them.Perrin thought she was better than the rest of them, if only because she didn’t scream

first and ask questions later.“Don’t you care that I’m leaving?” her mother asked, her voice

edging toward the dramatic end of the scale. Before too long, she’d be crying.Perrin hated

tears almost as much as shouting—both were weapons. “Would caring stop you from doing

it?”Her mother swallowed hard.“You’re leaving me with him.”“Things will be better if I’m not

there. He won’t have anyone to fight with.”She stroked Perrin’s hair, and it felt comforting, until

Perrin thought about how she wouldn’t feel it anymore after today.“You’re so calm, Perrin. You

never get mad. You soothe him, the way we don’t.”We: her mother and Nanda. Nanda wasn’t

calm. Nanda was quick to anger, quick to yell, quick to rile their father up. It was why Nanda

was going away with their mother. She’d earned herself a ticket out of Hell by being a spoiled

brat.Perrin wished she could yell and scream, but it wasn’t her way. She was the good girl. The

one who stayed calm.“I love you, Perrin.”Her mother started to cry, and that was the last straw.

Perrin ran from those tears, ran hard and fast, knowing her mother would never be able to keep

up. She pelted down the path, heading for the rose garden.It was already in bloom, and there

was a large cluster of people to her right, seemingly on a tour of some kind. Perrin turned the

other way to avoid them and ran hard into a robed figure. Stepping back, he caught himself, but

she fell to the ground and stayed there, more in defeat than actual pain.“Are you hurt?” His

voice was the calmest thing Perrin had ever heard.She looked up at him, realized he was

Vulcan. “I’m sorry,” she said, barely able to get the words out.“You should be more careful.”

Those words coming from her father would have been followed by a hard slap. Her mother

would have turned them into a wounded monologue, the precursor to more accusing words

and finally tears. This man just said them. They were just words.She took a deep breath. “I

didn’t mean to.”“I hope not.”She realized there was some warmth in his eyes, and a soothing

humor that hurt no one as it lay cradled in his air of dignity.“Sarek, what have you got there?”

The voice was melodious, full of good will. A human woman—petite and smiling—stepped

around the Vulcan. She pulled Perrin to her feet, checking her knees and elbows. “Nothing

damaged.”“I ran into him, ma’am.” Perrin tried to sound older than she was, wanting this

woman to think well of her.“Did you?”“I didn’t mean to, though.”“I’m sure you didn’t, dear.” The

woman studied her. “What’s your name?”“Perrin Landover.”“Well, Perrin Landover, you just ran

into Ambassador Sarek from Vulcan. I’m afraid this may have the making of a diplomatic

incident.”Panic rose inside Perrin. To her surprise, the man put his hand on her shoulder—the



briefest of touches.“I believe I will recover, my wife. I feel only minimal damage from the

collision.”It took Perrin a moment to realize they were teasing her and each other.The woman

laughed softly. “I’m Amanda, my dear. Why were you running so desperately?”Perrin was about

to tell her—even though she never shared her troubles with anyone—when she heard her

mother calling her.“Your mom?” Amanda asked with a knowing smile.Perrin nodded.“She

appears to be worried,” Sarek said.“Maybe for her pretty new future.” Perrin mumbled it so they

couldn’t hear.And Amanda didn’t seem to, but Sarek cocked his head to one side, an eyebrow

rising slowly as he studied her. Perrin suspected those pointy ears made him hear better.“I

think she is worried, dear,” Amanda said, turning Perrin to face her mother. “I know that tone.

Now, go on.”Perrin’s mother came into sight, waving furiously at the sight of her.“Go,” Sarek

said. He and Amanda moved off, and for Perrin, the moment was frozen in a sense of calm and

the smell of just-opened roses.“Wait.” She did not know why she called out, and when Sarek

and Amanda turned to look at her, she wasn’t sure what it was she wanted to say.“Goodbye,

my dear.” Amanda smiled at her gently.They walked away.“Goodbye,” Perrin said, trying to hold

onto the serenity she felt from them, but failing as her mother came up, her voice harsh and

accusing.Perrin imagined herself as Sarek, tried wrapping herself in dignity the way he did. She

looked up at her mother, letting one eyebrow rise the way his had.Her mother stopped talking,

her angry lecture finding no purchase in a face of stone.The funeral was crowded, not just

humans and Vulcans standing around the gravesite, but beings from all sorts of species. Perrin

stood off, near a large mausoleum, and watched the service—and Sarek. She’d followed his

career, and sometimes, once she’d come to San Francisco for school, she’d even followed him

and Amanda around town. She’d noticed over the years, since she’d first run into them at the

park, that Amanda had seemed to be getting weaker. And one day, Perrin had only seen Sarek

walking, his face unreadable, but sorrow evident in the way he took his steps, in the set of his

shoulders. Amanda had never come out with him again.A few days ago, the newsvids had

announced that Amanda had died. That kind, gentle woman was gone, and Perrin felt more

grief than she had when her own father died, beaten to death in a barroom brawl on the darker

side of London’s East End.Perrin’s mother had been wrong. Perrin’s ability to soothe her father

had been short lived—or perhaps he’d just lost the urge to even try to be decent about things.

He’d yelled and slammed things around. And once or twice, in a fit of drunken rage, he’d hit

her.Each time he’d done that, she’d run to the park, trying to call up the calm she’d felt that day

with these two strangers. Each time, it had almost worked.Now Amanda was gone, and it was

easy to see that Sarek was in pain, even if he hid it. Grief didn’t spill out of him the way her

mother’s had been wept out at her father’s funeral. And for no reason other than her mother’s

love of drama.Sarek stood straight, his son on one side, a woman that had to be Saavik on his

other, as his wife was laid to rest. Perrin slid farther back behind the building, leaning against

marble kept cool by the temperate San Francisco weather. Since she’d met Amanda and

Sarek, Perrin had made it her business to discover as much as she could about them. And

Spock was famous. She’d known about him earlier, of course, but had never connected him to

the man she’d nearly mown down in the park.People started to wander off in groups of two or

three, and Perrin realized the funeral must be over. She clutched the rose she’d brought with

her, a rose she’d grown on her little balcony. She’d learned to find solace in flowers long ago,

when her mother and sister had left her to face her father’s anger alone.Her mother was

remarried—another stormy relationship. She’d come to San Francisco a few weeks ago,

looking for a place to stay for a while.Perrin hadn’t handed her the keys to the kingdom.“You’re

hard. And unforgiving.” Her mother had cried, of course. She always managed to cry without

smearing her makeup. It was an art.“You made me hard when you left me with him.”“I couldn’t



take you both, Perrin. And you were always his favorite. I thought he’d be kind to you.”“No. You

thought he’d be less cruel. And there’s a difference.” She’d shut the door in her mother’s face,

had ignored the knocking that eventually stopped.But she’d watched her mother through the

upstairs window, hating that she’d cared as the woman had walked out of her life again.Perrin

closed her eyes, unwilling to relive those memories. Opening them again slowly, she realized

there was no one by the grave. She scanned the area; Sarek, Saavik, and Spock were walking

slowly up the path. She waited until they rounded a corner and disappeared, then hurried down

to Amanda’s grave and knelt by it. The grass was cool and still slightly damp, the turned earth

smelling rich but final.“You were kind to me,” she whispered as she set the rose down. “You

saved me. You may not know that, but you did.” Letting her hand rest on the lovely, rose-

streaked marble headstone, she said, “Whenever things got too bad, I’d think of you. And

Sarek.”She imagined Amanda smiling at that.“I wish—”“Who are you and what do you think

you are doing?” Sarek’s voice no longer had the perfect calm Perrin remembered.She pushed

herself to her feet, shaking as she did so. “I’m sorry. I meant no harm.” Her English accent,

which she’d worked hard to erase so she’d stand out less here, came back with a vengeance

under his glare.He studied her, his eyebrow going up. “Do I know you?”“I nearly ran you down

in Regent’s Park. Eight years ago.”He seemed to be thinking back. “The young girl—

Perrin.”“Yes.” She felt a flush of pleasure that he remembered her. “I’m so very sorry about your

wife. She was kind to me. You both were.”“We did very little.”She could tell he did not remember

the day as something special.“No, you did a lot. You taught me there’s such a thing as control.

Even the air around you was serene.”“And that is important to you?”She laughed, the barest

puff of air, to show brittle, angry humor. “My life has not always been that way.”“I see.” He

looked at the rose. “Is that from you?”“It’s one I grew.”“My wife loved roses.”“I know.” It was a

terrible admission. He’d understand that she’d been too interested in them.His eyes grew

colder. “Did you come to San Francisco just for this—to be … close to us?” There was a note of

concern in his voice.“No, I live here now. I go to Berkeley.” A liberal place, full of people

determined to make the universe better. “I’m in graduate school, studying xenodiplomacy.” Her

choice of disciplines was because of him.He seemed to realize it.“You influenced me greatly,

sir.”“So, I see.” He looked away.“I don’t mean to make you uncomfortable, and this all must

sound quite mad. But you see, meeting you was a revelation. A way to act that did not involve

yelling or crying or anything else overly emotional.”He stared at her, then nodded, his

expression more wry than she expected. “It is fitting, I suppose. I could not influence my son,

but I have this effect on someone else’s daughter.” She heard the unsaid: someone else’s

human daughter.“My life has been much more peaceful since I took an interest in Vulcan.” She

was attending a meditation class at Berkeley, taught by a visiting Vulcan scholar.“I speak at

your school occasionally. Have you attended my lectures?”“Oh, only all of them.”“I see.” This

time the concern seemed less, but it was still there.“I can explain this better than I have.”“I am

sure you can.” Suddenly, he looked very tired. “I do not, however, think today is the day,

Perrin.”“No. You’re right. Of course, it’s not.” She looked down, feeling guilty that she’d intruded

on his private time with his wife. “I’ll go.”He did not seem to hear her, did not acknowledge the

hand she lifted in goodbye before hurrying away.She had a sick feeling—how badly had she

just embarrassed herself with this man?“These internships are hard to come by,” Perrin’s friend

Monroe said, as he turned to her while they waited in line. “Five openings and all of us.” He

gestured ahead and behind them, where students stood patiently, waiting to go in for their

fifteen minutes of opportunity. Only a quarter of an hour to sell herself. Perrin wasn’t sure she

could do it.“Make that six,” the student ahead of them whispered. “I heard that Ambassador

Sarek has agreed to take an intern. Can you imagine learning from him?”“Can you imagine



interviewing with him?” Monroe asked with a laugh. “The man’s a legend. And he has no sense

of humor.”“He doesn’t need one,” Perrin said, feeling her cheeks color as both men looked at

her. “I mean, he’s Vulcan. They never have one.”“Well, rumor is he’s not interviewing today,

anyway,” the other man said. “He’s just going to pick someone. He can do whatever he wants, I

guess.”“Perrin Landover,” she suddenly heard the loudspeaker announce. “Please report to

registration.”“Oh, you’re in for it now. What’d you do”“Nothing.” Perrin glanced at the line. They

were almost to the front, and she didn’t relish losing her place.The page repeated, her name

seeming to fill the crowded hallway.“Break a leg,” she whispered to Monroe as she walked to

registration, passing students who would no doubt clinch the slots before she even had a

chance to compete.The woman manning the desk at registration looked up at her. “Oh, Perrin.

This was left for you.” She handed Perrin a padd.The message said only, “Thirteen hundred.

The Chalice. I have heard you are looking for an internship.—Sarek.”She handed the padd

back to the woman and checked the time. She had thirty minutes to either get back in line and

secure her future the normal way, or to hurry across town to the best Vulcan restaurant in the

city and see if the man she idolized was serious.She made it to the Chalice ten minutes early.

Sarek still beat her. He seemed to be studying her as the maitre’d led them to a table.She

could feel herself blushing under his appraisal—she thought he could see right through her,

could determine what kind of person she was just at a glance.“I have examined your

transcripts. They are most impressive. And your professors speak highly of you.”It was odd to

think he was now studying up on her.“I am a demanding master,” he said.“That’s fine. I perform

well under pressure. Just ask Professor Kincaide. I was his assistant.” The man gave new

meaning to the word “demanding.”“I spoke with him. He had nothing but positive things to say

about you.”“Indeed.” She was not sure where this confidence was coming from, but it felt

good.“He did, however, say your life appeared to center around your studies—to the exclusion

of all else.”She could feel her face fall. Kincaide had said that? The man who spent every night

and weekend at the University? “Coming from him, sir, that might have been high praise.”Sarek

seemed to be amused, even though his eyes barely lightened and his lips did not curl up. He

seemed to find some humor in her statement. Or possibly just in her. Was it a good thing if a

Vulcan laughed at you?“Give me a reason to offer you this internship, Miss Landover. There

are many students who have already petitioned for the honor.”She met his eyes, did not flinch

from them. “I want it more than those others do.”“Why?”“Because I can learn from you. Not just

diplomacy, although I doubt there could be a better teacher. But I would like to learn more

about the serenity I sense in you. The control.”“You seem very controlled for a human.”“For

every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” At his look, she smiled tightly. “My

parents taught me how not to behave.”“Ah. What you were saying in the cemetery.”She was

surprised he remembered; that conversation had been nearly a year ago. “Yes. Exactly.”“It will

not be an easy assignment.”“Then I am the perfect candidate. I am unused to ease.” She met

his eyes, keeping her own calm and assured. But her heart was pounding, and she could feel

her palms sweating.“Very well. You will start tomorrow at the Embassy.”“Thank you, sir.” She

started to get up.“I did not invite you to this restaurant to leave before eating.”“Oh.” She saw the

waiter coming, the plate loaded with traditional Vulcan foods, most of which, she knew from her

studies of Sarek and things Vulcan, would be exceedingly hot. “A test?”“Do you think I would

do that?”“Yes.”“Then, yes. It is a test. Let us see how you fare.”She was sweating and her nose

was running a bit when she finished. But she didn’t choke or sputter.“It is possible you will work

out.”“Eating is important?”“In your capacity on my staff, you will attend many functions. Being

able to enjoy—or at least tolerate—the local cuisine is a key aspect of the job.”“You’re a

vegetarian. How do you manage?”“I did not say I had to do it.” There was definitely some



humor in his voice. “Although if it is not the flesh of an animal, I will find a way to ‘choke it

down,’ as my wife used to say.”“You must miss her.” She thought for a moment it was the wrong

thing to say, because he became very still and did not answer. “I’m sorry, it’s none of my b—”“I

do.”She feared she might say something gushy and human, but the waiter saved her, bringing

the bill, which Sarek paid, then leaving them alone again.Sarek rose gracefully from his chair. “I

will see you at oh-six hundred at the Embassy tomorrow.”She got up, probably with much less

grace, but she was too excited to worry about it. “Thank you, sir. You won’t regret it.”He did not

answer, just left her with a quick nod of his head.She nearly floated home. Her apartment

seemed too confining, so she went out to the balcony, busying herself with her roses as she

tried to relax. The bush that she’d cut Amanda’s rose from last year seemed to have come

alive, the blossoms open and perfect, their aroma beautiful in the still air.She knew she’d

remember this day forever.Perrin felt a surge of happiness, bit it back so that it would not find a

way to her face. Spock would not approve of her if she was overly emotional. He’d barely

tolerated her as it was as his father’s intern, then as Sarek’s assistant. Now—what would he

think of her becoming his father’s wife?She could feel her legs shaking and decided to walk,

roaming the halls of Sarek’s house. This lovely place she’d worked in until all hours of the

morning, helping Sarek prepare for a mission, would be her house soon. She’d surrender the

comfortable suite of rooms he’d given her and move into his—into theirs.She walked out to the

rose garden Amanda had started. The garden Perrin had found dying when she’d first visited

the house some years after she’d started working for Sarek as an intern.He’d looked at the

garden, then had turned away as if in pain.She’d wandered around the plants, checking them.

Someone had watered them, but not enough. And they needed pruning.“Those were

Amanda’s,” he said softly.“I can save them. Make them thrive again.”It had been a big claim.

They’d been very nearly dead—and in this Vulcan heat, she’d be hard pressed to bring them

back. But she’d wanted to do it. For this man she’d come to respect and enjoy so much. For the

woman who had been so kind to her on the day she needed it most. And maybe for the son

she’d only met a few times. The son who’d stared at her with such disdain, as if he thought she

was trouble.
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TJAMES03, “SNW: 10.. First of all, this review is JUST MY OPINION. Yours will no doubt be
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different, I am sure.Another great book of STAR TREK stories written by the fans. My only

complaint is, thus far, in all of the TREK stories in this particular series, NOT ONE has featured

a live Tasha Yar or has been placed in TNG's Season 01. Not only that, but I think that MAYBE

there has been just one story to take place during VGR's first three seasons (before 07 of 09

came onto the show). Surely there must be stories that fit this criteria that have been written

by the fans.Anyway, on to my review(s).(In order of appearance with a #3, #6, or #9 rating - #9

being the highest)TOS"The Smell of Dead Roses": #9. Awesome! Not only is the story

engrossing, but the author uses the much-ignored Saavik in very believable ways. This story is

so believable and well-written that one has to wonder if the author didn't perhaps use an

incident(s) from their own past with their parents and applied it to Perrin's."The Doomsday

Gambit": #9. Wonderful! Q and Kirk (I always knew that Q interacted with Humanity before

Picard)!"Empty": #3. I hate to say this, but at the point in time that this story was written

(unless my calculations are WAY off, though they are not because Season 01 of TOS is their

first year of their 5-year mission. Season 02 is their second, etc.) Kirk refers to the

ENTERPRISE incident with Janet Lester as being at the end of their 5-year mission. The

timeline is wrong. The incident with Janet Lester would have been at the end of their third year

of duty, not their fifth. Besides, I really don't think that Kirk would have been as upset with the

Lester incident as he seems to be in this story. Concerned, yes, but he would not throw his

career away or make rash judgments because of it.TNG"Wired": #6. A good story, but wrapped

up a little too neatly and quickly."A Dish Served Cold": #9. Awesome! The Borg being reduced

to assimilating a Pakled!"The Very Model": #3. Sorry, but Data is dead, no matter how much

anyone wants him alive. Besides, the story is wrapped up WAY too conveniently.DS9"So a

Horse Walks Into a Bar": #6. Nice story and fills in some bits in the VGR episode "Lifeline"

too."Signal to Noise": #6. An OK story, but a little pointless.VGR"The Fate of Captain Ransom:

#6. Good story (and the aliens that Ranson made contact with before his death are very

interesting)."A Taste of Spam": #9. GREAT and very funny! I can totally picture Janeway being

furious at what is happening and Paris making jokes (the BEST scene is what the Doctor says

to Paris when paris walks into sickbay!)! Besides, any of us that use a computer regularly

knows what they are going through!"Adjustments": #6. An OK story, though I have never been

a fan of the Wildmans."The Day the Borg Came": #6. Good.ENT"The Dream": #6. A good

companion to the episode "Similitude.""Universal Chord: #6. A good story, though it rather is

odd."You Are Not in Space": #6. A good story, but a little predictable in it's ending (Hoshi

saving the day).SPECULATIONS"Time Line": #6. An OK story, but WAY too similar to the

Greg Cox's novels "To Reign in Hell" - though I am curious as to who tried to prevent (from the

future) Khan and the other genetically manipulated children from surviving."Echoes: #9. Very

original! I really liked it. Janeway destroying the Borg at the end of VGR's episode is WAY

TOO simple! The Borg are still a menace even two or so centuries after VGR."Brigadoon":

#6. A good story, but the idea of a planet disappearing and reappearing like Gaemes' is doing

is too much like the DS9 episode "Meridian.""Reborn": #3. I am not sure what the point of this

story is.  It seems like it is just a story in which to have Picard, Sisko, and Janeway together.”

Shar_Grummy, “Beyond the ordinary. If you're looking for continuation that follows true to the

original, but has a little different direction and perspective from our "regular writers", this is it.

They've given the fans a chance to write their own short stories and some (most) are REALLY

good...and fit in with the Star Trek books we love. I can't imagine ever letting the stories fade,

and these books give a fresh perspective, yet keep us with the characters we've watched and

loved over the years.  Like a fresh twist of lemon!”



Egbert Fielder, “This series needs contnued. I know CBS is messing up timelines with a darker

twist, but in these fans' stories, the real spirit of Star Trek continues. The alternate solution to

the Borg problem was genius, or at least movie worthy. And that was not the grand prize

winner.”

Joey Wilson, “Star Trek strange new worlds 10. Star Trek Strange New Worlds 10 is like

awating for the next tv episode.the stories are well written and also are the best chosen in a

contest written by fans and up to becomming new authors them selves. I have all of the books

in this series(1-10) This is the last book in the series. So if you have not read any of these, I

reccomend that you read all of them. They are packed full of wonderful stories based on all the

tv shows.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “brand new book. I have no complaints.  It came in excellent condition.”

Kristy Sloan, “Strange new worlds. Great book,couldn't put it down. Recommend it to everyone

who is a startrek fan. Fantastic reading from start to finish.”

Cynthia L. Walker, “Strange New Worlds a great read!. The Strange New Worlds anthologies

rarely disappoint and this is no exception. The stories are well chosen, well written and sure to

delight the fans of all the Star trek incarnations! Enjoy!”

Terry Leatherwood, “You should read all ten!. Too bad this is the last of the series of books.

Star Trek fan fiction is imaginative, original, and fun to read.”

The book by Brian Seidman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 23 people have provided feedback.
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